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Person, R. Reflex partitioning and differential control
of human motor units 667

Proske, U. How useful is a concept such as muscle
partitioning? 667

Sz6kely, G. A perfect design: The multifunctional
muscle 668

Tam, D. C. The physiological basis and implications of
differential motor activation 669

Taylor, A. Is sensory-motor partitioning a good
hypothesis? 669

Authors' Response
Windhorst, U., Hamm, T. M. & Stuart, D. G. What

is the organization, scope, and functional
significance of partitioning? 670

Caporael, L. R., Dawes, R. M., Orbell, J. M. & van de Kragt, A. J. C.
Selfishness examined: Cooperation in the absence of egoistic incentives 683

Open Peer Commentary
Brewer, M. B. Ambivalent sociality: The human

condition 699
Caraco, T. Sociality: Costs, benefits, and mechanisms 700
Dunbar, R. I. M. Selfishness reexamined 700
Eldredge, N. Biological underpinnings of social

systems 702
Findlay, C. S. & Lumsden, C. J. Cooperation is alive

and well 702
Foley, R. Ecological and social factors in hominid

evolution 704
Frank, R. H. Honesty as an evolutionarily stable

strategy 705
Gibbard, A. Selfish genes and ingroup altruism 706
Gilbert, M. Folk psychology takes sociality seriously 707
Heyman, G. M. The case of the "redundant" donor:

Neither egoistic nor altruistic 708
Houston, A. I. & Hamilton, W. D. Selfishness

reexamined: No man is an island 709
Katz, L. D. The rationality of cooperation 710
Kenrick, D. T. Selflessness examined: Is avoiding tar

and feathers nonegoistic? 711

Knauft, B. M. Sociality versus self-interest in human
evolution 712

Krebs, D. Egoistic incentives in experimental games 713
Lefebvre, V. A. "Social man" versus "conscientious

man"? 714
Liebrand, W. B. G. Do we need two souls to explain

cooperation? 715
Mansbridge, J. Love and duty: The new frontiers 717
Oyama, S. Innate selfishness, innate sociality 717
Rachlin, H. Ingroup bias is a kind of egoistic

incentive 718
Rapoport, A. Egoistic incentive: A hypothesis or an

ideological tenet? 719
Shweder, R. A. Too important to be left to rational

choice 720
Sonuga-Barke, E. J. S. The fallacy of selfish

selflessness 721
Stearns, S. C. Demonstrating unselfishness: They

haven't done it yet 722
Stenseth, N. C. Can we afford not to believe that man

is selfish? 722
Teigen, K. H. Counting contributions 723
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Tetlock, P. E. The selfishness-altruism debate: In
defense of agnosticism 723

Tooby, J. & Cosmides, L. Evolutionary psychologists
need to distinguish between the evolutionary
process, ancestral selection pressures, and
psychological mechanisms 724

Vine, I. Selfishness, sociobiology, and self-identities:
Dilemmas and confusions 725

Wallach, L. & Wallach, M. A. How best to critique
egoism? 726

Authors' Response
Caporael, L. R., Dawes, R. M., Orbell, J. M.

& van de Kragt, A. J. C. Thinking in sociality 727

Massaro, D. W. Multiple book review of Speech perception by ear and
eye: A paradigm for psychological inquiry 741

Open Peer Commentary
Anderson, N. H. Speech perception as information

integration 755
Bernstein, L. E. Independent or dependent feature

evaluation: A question of stimulus characteristics 756
Bornstein, M. H. Discrimination and categorization

across the life span 757
Campbell, R. Seeing speech is special 758
Cowan, N. Speech perception by ear, eye, hand, and

mind 759
Crowder, R. G. Categorical perception of speech:

A largely dead horse, surpassingly well kicked 760
Cutler, A. Straw modules 760
de Celder, B. & Vroomen, J. Models in the mind,

modules on the lips 762
Ehret, G. Categorical/continuous perception:

A phenomenon pressed into different models 763
Gigerenzer, G. A general algorithm for pattern

recognition? 764
Glucksberg, S. From speech perception to person

perception? Not quite yet 765
G6sy, M. Speech perception from a Hungarian

perspective 766

Kanevsky, D. A multiple source, or, is a striped apple
more striped than a striped orange? 767

Krueger, L. E. Cognitive impenetrability of
perception 768

MacKay, D. G. Is Paradigm a new and general
paradigm for psychological inquiry? Read my lips 770

Pastore, R. E., Logan, R. J. & Layer, J. K.
Continuous and discrete models and measures of
speech events 772

Port, R. F. The fuzzy logical model of perception:
A teaspoon for a pyramid 773

Studdert-Kennedy, M. Paradigm lost 774
Townsend, J. T. Winning "20 Questions" with

mathematical models 775
Warren, R. M. The use of mathematical models in

perceptual theory 776
Welch, R. B. A comparison of speech perception and

spatial localization 776
Wilkening, F. Strong inferences about development 777

Author's Response
Massaro, D. W. The logic of the fuzzy logical model

of perception 778
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From Guilford Publications MECHANICAL MAN
John Broadus Watson and the Beginnings

of Behaviorism, Kerry W. Buckley, Ph.D.

"John B. Watson's importance to the science of
psychology, its public image, and its applica-

tion to advertising deserves this carefully doc-
umented account of bis life and work in the

context of bis times.. . . This is historical
writing at its best." —Ernest R. Hilgard,

Author o/Psychology in America:
A Historial Survey

"Kerry Buckley's MECHANICAL MAN pro-
vides the first thoroughly researched bio-

graphy of Watson. . . . [It] is especially
strong as a work of cultural history that

interprets Watson's popular appeal. . .
Buckley shows why Watson wanted to

banish consciousness from intellectual dis-
course, and why be failed. MECHANICAL MAN

deserves a wide audience." —Science

"In this crisply written biography, Kerry W. Buckley reveals the founder
of behaviorism—the purportedly 'mechanical man'—in all his human
complexity and frailty. . . . The book also illuminates the histories of

science, education, and advertising. A fine, thoughtful piece of research
and writing." — Stephen Fox, Author o/The Mirror Makers:

A History of American Advertising and Its Creators

MECHANICAL MAN is the definitive biography of the founder of behaviorism,
John Broadus Watson. More than a biography of the most influential American psy-
chologist of his generation, this book is written by a historian who weaves the
story of the development of behaviorism and Watson's career within the context
of American social and cultural history.
Drawn from a vast store of hitherto unpublished correspondence, exhaustive
research, and interviews, this is the most authoritative full-length biography of
Watson to be published. A uniquely American story, it presents a wealth of infor-
mation for students of the history of science and technology as it relates to broader
issues in American thought and culture, and also offers new insights into the devel-
opment of a discipline.
233 Pages, ISBN 0-89862-744-3, Hardcover, $19.95

GUILFORD PUBLICATIONS, INC., Dept. 7X
72 Spring Street, New York, N.Y. 10012

CALL TOLL-FREE 1-8OO-365-7OO6,
9:00 A.M. to 5:00 P.M., EST.

(In Metropolitan area, call 212-431-9800)

Name

Address

City

State

Daytime Phone Number

NOTE: YOU MAY USE A PHOTOCOPY IN PLACE OF
THIS COUPON.

Please send.

. Apt. # .

.Zip.

. copies of MECHANICAL MAN
(Cat. #2744) at $19.95 each.
$ Amount
S New York residents please add sales tax.
$ Shipping via UPS add S2.5O per item.
5 TOTAL

METHOD OF PAYMENT
• Check or Money Order enclosed
BILL MY • MasterCard D VISA D Am Ex

Signature.
(Required for credit card orders.)
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Austrian Society for Cybernetic Studies

Congress Announcement

; EMCSR 1990 j
10th European Meeting on Cybernetics j

1 and Systems Research ]
" ' " '" ' ' L '" " ' " """'[ " M " " } : ^ - "

• . ' Mi' ,:"„!•„ " J

April 17-20, 1990 at the University of Vienna, Austria

For call for papers and program contact the chairman:

Robert Trappl
Department of Med. Cybernetics
and Artificial Intelligence
University of Vienna
Freyung 6/2
A-1010 VIENNA
Austria (Europe)

Email: sec%ai-vie.uucp@{uunet.uu.net, cernvax.bitnet, mcvax}
Telex: 75312311 ofai a
Fax: +43 222 630652
Phone: +43 222 53532810

Plenary lectures and symposia on:

- General Systems Methodology
- Fuzzy Sets and Systems
- Designing and Systems
- Humanity, Architecture, and Conceptualization
- Cybernetics in Biology and Medicine
- Cybernetics of Socio-Economic Systems
- The Management and Cybernetics of Organizations
- Innovation Systems in Business and Administration
- Robotics and Flexible Manufacturing
- Systems Engineering and Artificial Intelligence for Peace Research
- Communication and Computers
- Software Development for Systems Theory
- Artificial Intelligence
- Parallel Distributed Processing in Man and Machine
- Art and Artificial Intelligence
- Impacts of Artificial Intelligence

The proceedings of the Ninth European Meeting on Cybernetics and Systems Research
have been published as "Cybernetics & Systems '88", Robert Trappl, ed., by Kluwer
Academic Publishers, Dordrecht.
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New from MIT/Bradford Books

THE ORGANIZATION OF LEARNING
Charles R. Gallistel
"Gallistel brings a brilliance to the ideas of animal
behavior, with a playfulness and lucidity that sets the
work apart from any other."—Jeffrey Wine, Stanford
University
Gallistel argues compellingly that experimental psy-
chologists should begin to view the phenomena of
learning within a framework that utilizes as the proper
unit of analysis the computation and storage of a quan-
tity, rather than the formation of an association that has
been the basis of traditional learning theory.
550 pp. $45.00 (February)

THE FOUNDATIONS OF COGNITIVE
SCIENCE
edited by Michael I. Posner
The foundations of cognitive science are developed in
seven chapters covering computation, symbolic archi-
tectures, parallel distributed processing, grammars,
semantics and formal logic, experimental cognitive sci-
ence, and brain and cognition. These are then applied
to the major cognitive domains of language acquisition,
reading, discourse, mental models, categories and
induction, problem solving, vision, visual attention,
memory, action, and motor control. All chapters have
been written especially for the book by the leading
scholars in the field.
904pp.,87illus. $45.00

RECOLLECTIONS OF MY LIFE
Santiago Ramon y Cajal
translated by E. Home Craigie with Juan Cano
foreword by W. Maxwell Cowan
The value of Cajal's autobiography lies in its revelation
of the character and personality of this pioneer histolo-
gist, while Cowan's foreword conveys the energy of his
life and endeavors, and the liveliness and flamboyance
of his engagements with the microscope.
638 pp., 168 illus. $16.95 paper

MIND BUGS
The Origins of Procedural
Misconception
Kurt VanLehn
Mind Bugs combines a novel cognitive
simulation process with careful hypothe-
sis testing to explore how mathematics
students acquire procedural skills in
instructional settings, focusing in particu-
lar on procedural misconceptions
and what they reveal about the learning
process.
280 pp., 28 illus. $27.50 (February)

PRINCIPLES OF MENTAL
IMAGERY
Ronald A. Finke
Imagery can be used to improve mem-
ory, perceptual skills, even creativity. This
book offers a broad, balanced, and up-to-
date introduction to the major findings of
this research, bringing together work by
all of the key imagery researchers,
among them Roger Shepard, Stephen
Kosslyn, Allen Paivio, Lynn Cooper,
Steven Pinker and the author.
200 pp. $19.95

Now Available in Paperback

NEUROPHILOSOPHY
Toward a Unified Science of
Mind/Brain
Patricia Smith Churchland
"Churchland writes with the authority of
an insider."—Philip Kitcher, Nature
546 pp. $35.00 cloth, $15.95 paper

The MIT Press
55 Hayward Street
Cambridge, MA 02142
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Society for Philosophy and Psychology
Department of Philosophy • Syracuse University • Syracuse, NY 13244

President:
Paul Churchland

University of California-San Diego

President-Elect:
Ray jackendoff
Brandeis University

Secretary-Treasurer:
Robert Van Culick

Syracuse University

Program Chair:
Janet Andrews

Vassar College

Executive Committee:
Louise Antony

North Carolina State University

Kent Bach
San Francisco State University

Colin Beer
Rutgers University

William Bechtel
Georgia State University

Ned Block
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Eva Kittay
SUNY - Stony Brook

William Lycan
University of North Carolina

Ruth Millikan
University of Connecticut

Lynn Nadel
University of Arizona

Daniel Reisberg
Reed College

Paul Smolensky
University of Colorado

CALL FOR PAPERS
1990 ANNUAL MEETING

University of Maryland

June 8 -11,1990

The Society for Philosophy and Psychology is calling for papers to be read at its
16th annual meeting, June 8-11,1990 at The University of Maryland, College Park, M.D.

Contributed papers are refereed and selected on the basis of quality and
relevance to both psychologists and philosophers. Psychologists, neuroscientists,
linguists, computer scientists and biologists are encouraged to report experimental,
theoretical and clinical work that they judge to have philosophical significance.

Contributed papers are for oral presentation and should not exceed a length of 30
minutes (about 12 double-spaced pages). Papers must be accompanied by a camera-
ready 300 work abstract. The deadline for submission is January 5,1990. Send three
copies to the Program Chairman:

Professor Janet Andrews
Department of Psychology
Box 146
Vassar College
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

Symposium Proposals should also be sent to the above address as soon as possible.

Local Arrangements: Professor Georges Rey, Department of Philosophy, The
University of Maryland, College Park, MD 20742.

Individuals interested in becoming members of the Society should send $15.00
membership dues ($5.00 for students) to Professor Robert Van Gulick, Department of
Philosophy, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244.
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Psychological
Science5 f
Research, theory, and application in
psychology and related behavioral,
cognitive, neural and social sciences

Editor: William K. Estes, Harvard University

First Issue - January 1990
The bimonthly flagship journal of
The American Psychological Society

Psychological Science will publish research articles, research reviews,
short reports and perspectives on psychological science and its applications.

Cambridge journals of Related Interest

•Applied Psycholingulstics
A quarterly journal publishing research
papers on the psychological processes in-
volved in language and language develop-
ment and defects in adults and children

•Behavioral and Brain Sciences
The internationally renowned quarterly with
the innovative Open Peer Commentary' for-
mat. Target article. 20-30 commentaries,
author response and references published
together are a seminar in print.

• Development and Psychopathology
A new multidisciplinary quarterly publishing
original empirical, theoretical and review
papers which address the interrelationship
of normal and pathological development in
adults and children.

• Psychological Medicine
Quarterly issues contain original research in
clinical psychiatry and the basic sciences
related to it.

• Psychology of Women Quarterly
Publishes empirical studies, review articles,
and theoretical articles aimed at
establishing a greater understanding of
women's issues and sex roles in society.

•Visual Neuroscience
A monthly journal publishing research and
theoretical articles in basic visual neuros-
cience. with primary emphasis on retinal
and brain mechanisms that underlie
visually-guided behaviors and visual
perception

Cambridge University Press
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C A L L F O R P A P E R S

Investigators in Psychology, Neuroscience,
Behavioral Biology, and Cognitive Science

Do you want to:
• draw wide attention to a particularly

important or controversial piece of work?
• solicit reactions, criticism, and feedback

from a large sample of your peers?
• place your ideas in an interdisciplinary,

international context?

Behavioral and
Brain Sciences BB

an extraordinary journal, provides a special service called
Open Peer Commentary to researchers in any area of
psychology, neuroscience, behavioral biology, or cog-
nitive science.

Papers judged appropriate for Commentary are circu-
lated to a large number of specialists who provide sub-
stantive criticism, interpretation, elaboration, and perti-
nent complementary and supplementary material from a
full cross-disciplinary perspective.

Article and commentaries then appear simultaneously
with the author's formal response. This BBS "treatment"
provides, in print, the exciting give and take of an interna-
tional, interdisciplinary seminar.

The editor of BBS is calling for papers that offer a clear
rationale for Commentary, and also meet high standards
of conceptual rigor, empirical grounding, and clarity of
style. Contributions may be (1) reports and discussions of
empirical research of broader scope and implications than
might be reported in a specialty journal; (2) unusually
significant theoretical articles that formally model or sys-
tematize a body of research; and (3) novel interpretations,
syntheses or critiques of existing theoretical work.

Although the BBS Commentary service is primarily
devoted to original unpublished manuscripts, at times it
will be extended to pre'cis of recent books or previously
published articles.

Published quarterly by the Cambridge University
Press. Editorial correspondence to: Stevan Hamad, Edi-
tor, BBS, Suite 240, 20 Nassau Street, Princeton, NJ
08542. All other correspondence to BBS, Journals,
Cambridge University Press,

"I BBS's corrected 1982 impact factor of 6.370 ] places
BBS in third place [out of 1300 journals indexedj . . . in
t h e S S C l J o u r n a l C i t a t i o n R e p o r t s . . . a n i m p r e s s i v e
position for a journal that was then in only its fifth year of
publication. By the next year, 1983, the citation impact
factor for the target articles in BBS was 7.577 . . . now
ahead of any other psychology journal. Even more ger-
mane to the question of the value of peer open commen-
tary . . . the total of 119 citations to the commentaries
was greater than the total citations to over 91% of the
journals reported in SSCl . . . [G]ood scientists recog-
nize that science progresses most rapidly by building on
the ideas and observations of others, by its self-correcting
nature, and by the free interaction of competing ideas and
evidence."
American Psychologist

". . . superbly presented . . . the result is practically a
vade tnecum or Who's Who in each subject. [Articles are]
followed by pithy and often (believe it or not) witty
comments questioning, illuminating, endorsing or just
plain arguing . . . I urge anyone with an interest in
psychology, neuroscience, and behavioural biology to get
access to this journal. "
New Scientist

"The field covered by BBS has often suffered in the past
from the drawing of battle lines between prematurely
hardened positions: nature v. nurture, cognitive v. be-
haviourist . . . [BBS] has often produced important arti-
cles and fascinating interchanges . . . the points of dis-
pute are highlighted if not always resolved, the styles and
positions of the participants are exposed, and mutual
incomprehension is occasionally made very conspic-
uous . . . commentaries are often incisive, integrative or
bring highly relevant new information to bear on the
subject."
Nature

"Care is taken to ensure that the commentaries represent
a sampling of opinion from scientists throughout the
world. Through open peer commentary, the knowledge
imparted by the target article comes more fully integrated
into the entire field of the behavioral and brain sciences.
This contrasts with the provincialism of specialized
journals . . . "
Eugene Carfield, Current Contents,

". . . open peer commentary . . . allows the reader to
assess the 'state of the art' quickly in a particular field. The
commentaries provide a 'who's who" as well as the content
of recent research."
Journal of Social and Biological Structures

" . . . presents an imaginative approach to learning."
Library Journal

C A L L F O R P A P E R S
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Behavioral and Brain Sciences
Instructions for Authors and Commentators

Behavioral and Brain Sciences (BBS) is a unique scientific commu-
nication medium, providing the service of Open Peer Commentary
for reports of significant current work in psychology, neuroscience,
behavioral biology or cognitive science. If a manuscript is judged by
BBS referees and editors to be appropriate for Commentary (see
Criteria below), it is then circulated to a large number of commen-
tators selected (with the aid of systematic bibliographic searches)
from the BBS Associateship* and the worldwide biobehavioral sci-
ence community, including individuals recommended by the author.

Once the Commentary stage of the process has begun, the author
can no longer alter the article, but can respond formally to all com-
mentaries accepted for publication. The target article, commentaries
and authors' response then co-appear in BBS. Continuing Commen-
tary and replies can appear in later issues.

Criteria for acceptance To be eligible for publication, a paper
should not only meet the standards of a journal such as Psychologi-
cal Review or the International Review of Neurobiology in terms of
conceptual rigor, empirical grounding, and clarity of style, but it
should also offer a clear rationale for soliciting Commentary. That
rationale should be provided in the author's covering letter, together
with a list of suggested commentators. The original manuscript
plus eight copies must be submitted.

A paper for BBS can be (/') the report and discussion of empirical
research that the author judges to have broader scope and implica-
tions than might be more appropriately reported in a specialty jour-
nal; (//) an unusually significant theoretical article that formally mod-
els or systematizes a body of research; or (///) a novel interpretation,
synthesis, or critique of existing experimental or theoretical work.
Occasionally, articles dealing with social or philosophical aspects of
the behavioral and brain sciences will be considered.

The service of Open Peer Commentary will be primarily devoted to
original unpublished manuscripts. However, a recently published
book whose contents meet the standards outlined above may also
be eligible for Commentary. In such a BBS Multiple Book Review, a
comprehensive, article-length precis by the author is published to-
gether with the commentaries and the author's response. In special
cases, Commentary will also be extended to a position paper or an
already published article dealing with particularly influential or con-
troversial research. Submission of an article implies that it has not
been published or is not being considered for publication elsewhere.
Multiple book reviews and previously published articles appear by
invitation only. The Associateship and professional readership of
BBS are encouraged to nominate current topics and authors for
Commentary.

In all the categories described, the decisive consideration for eligi-
bility will be the desirability of Commentary for the submitted mate-
rial. Controversiality simpliciter is not a sufficient criterion for solicit-
ing Commentary: A paper may be controversial simply because it is
wrong or weak. Nor is the mere presence of interdisciplinary aspects
sufficient: General cybernetic and "organismic" disquisitions are not
appropriate for BBS. Some appropriate rationales for seeking Open
Peer Commentary would be that: (1) the material bears in a signifi-
cant way on some current controversial issues in behavioral and
brain sciences; (2) its findings substantively contradict some well-
established aspects of current research and theory; (3) it criticizes
the findings, practices, or principles of an accepted or influential line
of work; (4) it unifies a substantial amount of disparate research; (5) it
has important cross-disciplinary ramifications; (6) it introduces an
innovative methodology or formalism for consideration by propo-
nents of the established forms; (7) it meaningfully integrates a body
of brain and behavioral data; (8) it places a hitherto dissociated area
of research into an evolutionary or ecological perspective; etc.

In order to assure communication with potential commentators
(and readers) from other BBS specialty areas, all technical termi-
nology must be clearly defined or simplified, and specialized
concepts must be fully described. Authors should use numbered
section-headings to facilitate cross-reference by commentators.

Note to commentators The purpose of the Open Peer Com-
mentary service is to provide a concentrated constructive interaction
between author and commentators on a topic judged to be of broad
significance to the biobehavioral science community. Commentators
should provide substantive criticism, interpretation, and elaboration
as well as any pertinent complementary or supplementary material,
such as illustrations; all original data will be refereed in order to
assure the archival validity of BBS commentaries. Commentaries
and articles should be free of hyperbole and remarks ad hominem.

Style and format for articles and commentaries Articles
must not exceed 14,000 words (and should ordinarily be consider-
ably shorter); commentaries should not exceed 1,000 words.
Spelling, capitalization, and punctuation should be consistent within
each article and commentary and should follow the style recom-
mended in the latest edition of A Manual of Style, The University of
Chicago Press. It may be helpful to examine a recent issue of BBS. A
title should be given for each article and commentary. An auxiliary
short title of 50 or fewer characters should be given for any article
whose title exceeds that length. Each commentary must have a
distinctive, representative commentary title. The contributor's name
should be given in the form preferred for publication; the affiliation
should include the full institutional address. Two abstracts, one of
100 and one of 250 words, should be submitted with every article.
The shorter abstract will appear one issue in advance of the article;
the longer one will be circulated to potential commentators and will
appear with the printed article. A list of 5-10 keywords should pre-
cede the text of the article. Tables and figures (i.e. photographs,
graphs, charts, or other artwork) should be numbered consecutively
in a separate series. Every table and figure should have a title or
caption and at least one reference in the text to indicate its appropri-
ate location. Notes, acknowledgments, appendices, and references
should be grouped at the end of the article or commentary. Bibli-
ographic citations in the text must include the author's last name and
the date of publication and may include page references. Complete
bibliographic information for each citation should be included in the
list of references. Examples of correct style for bibliographic citations
are: Brown (1973); (Brown 1973); (Brown 1973; 1978); (Brown 1973;
Jones 1976); (Brown & Jones 1978); (Brown et al. 1979). Refer-
ences should be typed in alphabetical order in the style of the follow-
ing examples. Journal titles should not be abbreviated.

Kupfermann, I. & Weiss, K. (1978) The command neuron concept. Behav-
ioral and Brain Sciences 1:3-39.

Dunn, J. (1976) How far do early differences in mother-child relations affect
later developments? In: Growing points in ethology, ed. P. P. G. Bateson
& R. A. Hinde. Cambridge University Press.

Bateson, P. P. G. & Hinde, R. A., eds. (1976) Growing points in ethology.
Cambridge University Press.

Preparation of the manuscript The entire manuscript, includ-
ing notes and references, must be typed double-spaced on 8Vfe by
11 inch or A4 paper, with margins set to 70 characters per line and
25 lines per page, and should not exceed 50 pages. Pages should be
numbered consecutively. It will be necessary to return manuscripts
for retyping if they do not conform to this standard.

Each table and figure should be submitted on a separate page, not
interspersed with the text. Tables should be typed to conform to BBS
style. Figures should be ready for photographic reproduction; they
cannot be redrawn by the printer. Charts, graphs, or other artwork
should be done in black ink on white paper and should be drawn to
occupy a standard area of 8% by 11 or 8V4 by 5Vfe inches before
reduction. Photographs should be glossy black-and-white prints; 8
by 10 inch enlargements are preferred. All labels and details on
figures should be clearly printed and large enough to remain legible
even after a reduction to half size. It is recommended that labels be
done in transfer type of a sans-serif face such as Helvetica.

Authors are requested to submit their double-spaced original manu-
script plus eight 2-sided copies for refereeing, and commentators
their original plus two copies, to: Stevan Harnad, Editor, Behavioral
and Brain Sciences, 20 Nassau St., Suite 240, Princeton, NJ 08542.
Electronic mall: harnad@confidence.princeton.edu or harnad(d>
pucc.bitnet. Though not mandatory, ascii email versions or floppy
disks of submissions (in addition to hard copies) facilitate processing.
In case of doubt as to appropriateness for BBS commentary, authors
should write to the editor before submitting eight copies.

Editing The publishers reserve the right to edit and proof all arti-
cles and commentaries accepted for publication. Authors of articles
will be given the opportunity to review the copyedited manuscript and
page proofs. Commentators will be asked to review copyediting only
when changes have been substantial; commentators will not see
proofs. Both authors and commentators should notify the editorial
office of all corrections within 48 hours or approval will be assumed.

Authors of target articles receive 50 offprints of the entire treat-
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Behavioral and Brain Sciences

To appear in Volume 13, Number 1 (1990)
Offprints of the following forthcoming BBS treatments can be purchased for educational purposes "f they ore ordered
well m advance. For ordering information, please write to Journals Department, Cambridge University Press, 40 West
20th Street, New York, NY 10011

From an animal's point of view: Motivation, fitness, and animal welfare
Marian Stamp Dawkins, University of Oxford
To study animol welfare empirically we need to find objective ways of deciding when an animal is suffering. The "price"
an animal is prepared to pay to obtain or to escope a situation is an index of what tho animal "feels" about that situation,
this index can be used to decide whether the animal is suffering from being deprived of something important to it or from
being unable to escape from something it finds oversive Measuring demand curves for different commodities could
provide an objective animal-centred approach to the study of animal welfare
Precotnmentory by P Singer
WHh Commentary f rom GM Burghardt, CR Chapman, R Dantzer, MA Fox. JA Gray. D McFarland. H Rachlm;
BE Rollm, AN Rowan; EA Salzen, SJ Shettleworth & N Mrosovslcy; W Timberlake; F Toates, PD Wall. F Wemelsfelder,
and others.

Are species intelligent?
Jonathan Schull, Haverford College
Species ore spatiolemporally localized biological entities that process information and adapt to their niches in u way
that is remarkably similar to how individual intelligent animals adapt to their environments Thn adnptivp achievements
of species are feats of design and ingenuity at least as impressive as the products of ommal, human, and artificial
intelligence systems. Is there a sense, then, in which species are intelligent? Whatever the answer, addressing the
question of whether species ore intelligent could help refine our ideos about species, evolution, and intelligence, and
could open new lines of empirical and theoretical inquiry in many disciplines

WHh Commentary from V Csanyi, DC Dennett; KC Demckson & RS Greenberg, MT Ghiselin, JW Kalat, WA
MacKay, FJ Odling-Smee, M Piottelii-Polmarini, SN Salthe, K Sterelny, RJ Sternberg, GW Strong, BH Sumida, and
others.

InsensHivity of the ana'ysis of variance to heredity-environment
Interaction
Douglas Wahlsten, University of Waterloo
The hypothesis that heredity and environment are additive is often tested by evaluating the interaction term in a two-way
analysis of variance. If this is not statistically significant, it is often concluded that the two factors really are additive
However, for several realistic alternative models of nonadditivity the power of the* lest of interaction is substantially less
than the power of tests of main effects, the sample sizes required to detect interactions are also relatively large
Transforming data to eliminate interaction changes the explanatory model drastically and may conceal theoretically
interesting and proctically useful relationships.

WHh Commentary from FL Bookstem; D Bullock, M Carder & C Marchaland, JM Cheverud. DV Cicchetti, JF Crow.
RM Dawes, ND Henderson, O Krmpthorne; P Kline; H P Lipp, H Nyborg, R Plomin, A van Noordwi|k, and others

Among the articles to appear in forthcoming Issues of BBS:

R Naatanen, "Role of attention in auditory information processing as revealed by event-related brain potentials '
JC Prechtl & TL Powley, "B-offerents. A fundamental division of the nervous system"
SJ Hanson & DJ Burr, "What connections* models learn: Learning and representation in connectionisl networks"
JK Tsotsos, "Analyzing vision at the complexity level"
D Falk, "Brain evolution in Homo. The 'radiator' theory"
F Previc, "Functional specialization in the lower and upper visual fields in humans Its ecological origins and

neurophysiological implications"
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